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1
RON REZEK

cool by
C O O L B Y D E S I G N The Modern Fan Co. was

de-

born of a singular intention: to design alternatives to
the status quo.
In doing so, we aim
to produce ceiling fans that while keeping users
comfortable, also address the aesthetic requirements of

C O N S C I O U S LY C O O L

In 1986, Ron Rezek was
approached with the idea of
updating the 100-year-old ceiling
fan. An accomplished industrial
designer with notable achievements in areas from lighting and
furniture to life-saving and rescue
equipment, Rezek recognized
the opportunity to introduce
contemporary design to this very
necessary but staid category.

sign

The Stratos fan was born and
forged the path for a much
needed evolution in ceiling fan
design. Twenty-five years later,
the Stratos and Rezek’s growing number of Modern Fans are
celebrated for their sophisticated
and timeless originality. Rezek
and The Modern Fan Co. continue
to advance the world of ceiling
fans with creativity and a pragmatic approach to design.

contemporary-minded design professionals and homeowners.
Ron Rezek’s career as a design entrepreneur and educator
lends a rich and authentic heritage to Modern Fan and is
ever-present in our company culture. We design products

rather than style them. Our goal is to remain above fashion
and trends, and to continually provide products that are
technically and artfully appealing. We produce ceiling fans
that will be as relevant years from now as they are today.
We hope you agree, Modern Fans are “cool by design.”
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Modern Fans keep you comfortable while helping to reduce
energy consumption. Like a nice
breeze on a warm day, moving
air offers recognizable relief from
heat and humidity (scientists have
a term for what’s happening on
your skin—“evaporative cooling”).
This “cooling” effect allows for
upward adjustment of your
AC thermostat by as much as
8 degrees, resulting in up to 40%
reduction in power consumption.
In many cases, air conditioning
can be turned off entirely, while a
Modern Fan uses less electricity
than a standard light bulb.

Our new DC Slim takes advantage
of direct current motor efficiency,
using even less power to deliver
these benefits. Additional energy
reductions and savings are gained
in cooler seasons when Modern
Fans are used to re-circulate heated air that would otherwise remain
trapped or stratified near the
ceiling. Furthermore, we offer
long-life, color-balanced compact
fluorescent lamp (CFL) options
with all but two of our products.
CFLs use only 25% of the energy
consumed by equivalent incandescent or halogen lamps.

The Modern Fan Co. is the original and premier source for contemporary ceiling
fan design, producing the most complete, exclusively modern collection of ceiling fans
available. Our products celebrate the modern idiom through mechanical simplification,
geometric forms and contemporary finishes, and are intended to meet the needs
of the professional specifier and the design-minded homeowner alike.
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SELECTING THE RIGHT FAN
There are several considerations to make when selecting a fan. We strongly recommend that you review the information on page 34 of this
catalog before choosing a fan. You can also visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

E N E R G Y S TA R PA R T N E R S H I P
In our effort to continue to improve technology, value and efficiency, we have partnered with the EPA and others in our industry
to develop and promote use of high-efficiency products. Our fans meet the highest levels of quality, performance and efficiency,
in terms of air moved per watt of energy consumed. We also offer a range of Energy Star certified fan/light combinations.
Please visit www.modernfan.com for the most up-to-date information on our Energy Star products.
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Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

gusto hugger

energy information (56” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6340

airflow efficiency

72

89

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

gusto
gloss white

bright nickel

bright nickel with 170/171 light

gusto special notes 1. The #170/#171 light kit adds 1.5-inches to length of this fan.

gusto

gusto hugger special notes 1. The #170/#171 light kit adds 1.5-inches to length of this fan.

Includes 4” and 14” down rods, yielding 14” or 24” overall lengths.

5.5”

gusto hugger

5.75”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

gloss white with 170/171 light

Ships in 14” overall configuration.

14.5”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











# GUS-

14”

NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# GUS-HUG-

9”

GW gloss white
46 46” span
WH white
NL no light
BN bright nickel
56 56” span
NK nickel
170 75w G9 halogen
								
171 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
											
											

finish

8.5”
8.5”

GW gloss white
46 46” span
WH white
NL no light
BN bright nickel
56 56” span
NK nickel
170 75w G9 halogen
								
171 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
											
											



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		
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Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

5760

airflow efficiency

73

79

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

stella

maple

mahogany

stella

5.5”

Includes 4” and 10” down rods, yielding 18” or 24” overall lengths.
designed by Dave Ellis

For optional down rods, see page 33.

18”

12.5”

12”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











# SLAMP maple /
42 42” span
BK black
IN 75w G9 halogen
NC no control
		 dark bronze
52 52” span
MP maple
ES 26w GU24
002 fan & light - 3 wire
MG mahogany /			
MG mahogany 		 energy saving cfl
003 handheld remote
		 dark bronze							
004 fan & light - 2 wire
										
005 wall/remote combo
												

7

Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.
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energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

5679

airflow efficiency

70

81

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

plum

brushed aluminum
with 270 light

brushed aluminum with
250/251 light

plum special notes 1. The #250/#251 light kit adds 5-inches to length of this fan. 2. The #270 light kit adds 2.5-inches to length of this fan.

plum

Includes 4” and 16” down rods, yielding 12” or 24” overall lengths.

5.25”

For optional down rods, see page 33.
12”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











# PLU-

6.25”

GW gloss white
42 42” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed aluminum 52 52” span
AL aluminum
250 75w G9 halogen (large)
								
251 26w GU24 energy saving cfl
								
270 75w G9 halogen (small)
										
										

NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

8”

plum

9
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Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6204

airflow efficiency

25

250

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

dc slim

gloss white
with hugger adapter

dc slim special notes 1. This fan uses a 18w GU24 fluorescent lamp and is therefore not dimmable.

dc slim

5.25”

20”

Includes hugger adapter, 5” and 9” down rods, yielding 16,” 20” or 24” overall lengths.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









42 42” span
52 52” span

WH white
ES 18w GU24
AL aluminum		 energy saving cfl

control option (see page 33)

# DCS-

The DC Slim includes the
#DCR handheld remote control,
providing six speeds, on/off light
and reverse function.

15.5”

5.75”

GW gloss white
BA brushed
		
aluminum



DCR dc slim remote control
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Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

lumina

energy information (50” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

7345

airflow efficiency

86

86

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6285

airflow efficiency

67

93

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

gloss white

aluminum/anthracite with light

pensi special notes 1. Not suitable for sloped ceilings. 2. Features injection molded plastic blades.

pensi

pensi

lumina

5.25”

6”

Ships in 17” overall configuration.

designed by Jorge Pensi

lumina special notes 1. Requires 9-foot ceiling or higher.

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











27”

# PEN-

17”

GW gloss white
50 50” span
WH white
NL no light
AA aluminum /		
AL aluminum
150 50w GU-10 halogen
		
anthracite		
		
									
									
									
		

NC
001
002
003
004
005

11”

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

20”

Includes 14” down rod, yielding 27” overall length.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











# LUMGW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
IN 3x60w candelabra
NC
		
42 42” span
			 + 75w G9 halogen
002
							
ES 3x13w + 26w GU24
003
								 energy saving cfl
004
									
005
								 		

6”
9.25”

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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velo hugger

energy information (50” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6650

airflow efficiency

78

85

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

bright nickel with 850/851 light

gloss white

velo special notes 1. The #850/#851 light kit adds 3-inches to the length of this fan. 2. Features injection molded plastic blades.

velo

velo
5.5”

Includes 5” and 13” down rods, yielding 16” or 24” overall lengths.

gloss white

velo hugger special notes 1. The #850/#851 light kit adds 3-inches to the length of this fan. 2. Features injection molded plastic blades.

velo hugger

6”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











Ships in 14” overall configuration.

14”

16”

finish

bright nickel with 850/851 light

# VEL-

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# VEL-HUG-

GW gloss white
50 50” span
WH white
NL no light
BN bright nickel		
NK nickel
850 75w G9 halogen
					
		
851 26w GU24
									 energy saving cfl
												
												
		

NC
001
002
003
004
005

10”

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

6.5”

6.5”

GW gloss white
50 50” span
WH white
NL no light
BN bright nickel			
NK nickel
850 75w G9 halogen
							
851 26w GU24
								
energy saving cfl
									
									
		



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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energy information (52” at high speed)

energy information (52” at high speed)

airflow

electricity use

6008

airflow efficiency

73

83

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

airflow

electricity use

6023

airflow efficiency

71

85

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

cloud

cloud

halo

halo special notes 1. Best suited for 9-foot ceiling or higher.

cloud special notes 1. Best suited for 9-foot ceiling or higher.

Includes 4” and 10” down rods, yielding 18” or 24” overall lengths.

5.25”

textured nickel with opal shade

halo

5.25”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

Includes 3” and 9” down rods, yielding 18” or 24” overall lengths.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

18”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)

# CLD-

18”

10”









TN textured nickel
52 52” span
WH white
IN 2x60w candelabra
				
42 42” span
NK nickel
ES 2x26w GU24
									 energy saving cfl
										
										



NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

14”

15.5”

9.25”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# HALWA gloss white/amber
52 52” span
WH white
IN 75w G9 halogen
NO textured nickel/opal
42 42” span
NK nickel
ES 26w GU24
									 energy saving cfl
										
										



NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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Visit www.modernfan.com for the most complete, up-to-date product information and specifications.

ball hugger

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

5837

airflow efficiency

71

82

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

18

cubic feet per minute
per watt

brushed aluminum

gloss white

brushed aluminum with 650/651 light

ball hugger special notes 1. The #650/#651 light kit adds 1-inch to length of this fan.

ball special notes 1. The #650/#651 light kit adds 1-inch to length of this fan.

ball

Includes 3,” 6” and 16” down rods, yielding 11,” 14” or 24” overall lengths.

5.25”

ball hugger

6”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











14”

13”

# BAL-

gloss white with 650/651 light

Ships in 13” overall configuration.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# BAL-HUG-

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
650 75w G9 halogen
		 aluminum			
MP maple
651 18w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
										
										

NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		

8”
8”
8”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
650 75w G9 halogen
		 aluminum			
MP maple
651 18w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
											
											



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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energy information (52” at high speed)

energy information (52” at high speed)

airflow

electricity use

5047

airflow efficiency

57

89

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

airflow

electricity use

5035

airflow efficiency

71

71

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

pharos

20

cubic feet per minute
per watt

gloss white

lapa

bright nickel with 550/551 light
and optional hugger adapter

gloss white

lapa special notes 1. The #550/#551 light kit adds 3-inches to length of this fan. 2. Available in a rubbed bronze finish from www.periodarts.com.

lapa
finish

5.25”

Includes 5” and 13” down rods, yielding 16” or 24” overall lengths.

pharos special notes 1. Best suited for 9-foot ceiling or higher.

pharos

5.5”

For optional down rods and hugger adapter, see page 33.

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)

14”
16”

# LAP







GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BN bright nickel
42 42” span
NK nickel
550 75w G9 halogen
						
MP maple
551 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
										
										



NC
001
002
003
004
005

6.5”

7”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# PHA-

9”

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

Includes 5” and 15” down rods, yelding 14” or 24” overall lengths.

11”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
IN 3x40w candelabra
MN matte nickel
42 42” span
NK nickel
ES 3x13w GU24
						
MP maple		 energy saving cfl
										
										



NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		
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altus hugger

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6422

airflow efficiency

71

91

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

gloss white

brushed aluminum with 250/251 light

brushed aluminum

altus

altus special notes 1. The #250/#251 light kit adds 5-inches to length of this fan. 2. The #270 light kit adds 2.5-inches to length of this fan. 3. Available in a dark bronze finish from www.periodarts.com.

altus

Includes 5” and 17” down rods, yielding 12” or 24” overall lengths.

5.25”

altus hugger special notes 1. The #250/#251 light kit adds 5-inches to length of this fan. 2. The #270 light kit adds 2.5-inches to length of this fan.

altus hugger

6”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











# ALT-

12”

12”

NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

Ships in 12” overall configuration.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# ALT-HUG-

5.5”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
250 75w G9 halogen (large)
		 aluminum
36 36” span			
251 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
								
270 75w G9 halogen (small)
										
		

gloss white with 270 light

8.5”
11”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
250 75w G9 halogen (large)
		
aluminum
36 36” span			
251 26w GU24
								
energy saving cfl
							
270 75w G9 halogen (small)
									
		



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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industry

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6346

airflow efficiency

85

74

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

24
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energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

5615

airflow efficiency

63

89

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

galvanized with 950/951 light

flute

galvanized with 952/953 light

flute special notes 1. The #750/#751 light kit adds 3-inches to length of this fan. 2. Available in a dark bronze finish from www.periodarts.com.

industry special notes 1. The #950/#951 light kit adds 5-inches to length of fan. 2. The #952/#953 light kit adds 4-inches to length of fan. 3. Available in rust or polished copper finishes at www.periodarts.com.

industry

Includes 2” and 9” down rods, yielding 17” or 24” overall lengths.

gloss white

flute

5.25”

5.25”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

textured nickel with 750/751 light

Includes 4” and 12” down rods, yielding 16” or 24” overall lengths.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

17”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











16”

# IND-

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# FLU-

GV galvanized
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
				
42 42” span
SV silver
950 75w G9 halogen, open
						
BK black
951 26w GU24 energy svg. cfl (open)
						
MP maple
952 75w G9 halogen, closed
						
MG mahogany
953 26w GU24 energy svg. cfl (closed)
										
									

NC
001
002
003
004
005

14.25”

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

9.3”

7”
7.5”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
TN textured nickel
42 42” span
NK nickel
750 75w G9 halogen
						
MP maple
751 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
											
											



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

6550

airflow efficiency

87

75

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

cirrus hugger

26

cubic feet per minute
per watt

gloss white

brushed aluminum

cirrus

brushed aluminum with
352/353 light

brushed aluminum with 350 light

cirrus hugger special notes 1. The #350 light kit adds 2-inches to length of this fan. 2. The #352/#353 light kit adds 3-inches to the overall length of this fan.

cirrus special notes 1. The #350 light kit adds 2-inches to length of this fan. 2. The #352/#353 light kit adds 3-inches to the overall length of this fan.

cirrus

Includes 6” and 13” down rods, yielding 17” or 24” overall lengths.

cirrus hugger

7”

5.25”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

Ships in 13” overall configuration.

17”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











13”

# CIR-

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# CIR-HUG-

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
350 50w GU10 halogen
		 aluminum
36 36” span
MP maple
352 75w G9 halogen
								
353 26w GU24 energy saving cfl
											
											
		

NC
001
002
003
004
005

13.5”

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

6”

6”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
350 50w GU10 halogen
		 aluminum
36 36” span
MP maple
352 75w G9 halogen
								
353 26w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
										



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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aurora hugger

energy information (52” at high speed)
airflow

electricity use

5941

airflow efficiency

71

84

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

28

cubic feet per minute
per watt

aurora

gloss white

aurora hugger special notes 1. This fan uses a 40w T5 circline fluorescent lamp and is therefore not dimmable.

aurora special notes 1. This fan uses a 40w T5 circline fluorescent lamp and is therefore not dimmable.

aurora

5.25”

Includes 6” and 16” down rods, yielding 14” or 24” overall lengths.

aurora hugger

6”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

control option (see page 33)









12”

14”

# AURGW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
BA brushed aluminum
42 42” span
AL aluminum
								
								
								

NC
002
003
004
005

5”

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

brushed aluminum

5”
15.5”
15.5”

Ships in 12” overall configuration.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

control option (see page 33)









# AUR-HUGGW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
BA brushed aluminum
42 42” span
AL aluminum
							
							
							

NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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energy information (52” at high speed)

energy information (52” at high speed)

airflow

electricity use

5105

airflow efficiency

68

76

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

airflow

electricity use

5481

airflow efficiency

71

78

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

eclipse
gloss white

stratos
gloss white

gloss nickel with 650/651 light

stratos special notes 1. Requires an adapter for sloped ceilings (see page 33). 2. The #650/#651 light kit adds 1-inch to length of this fan.

eclipse special notes 1. Requires an adapter for sloped ceilings (see page 33). 2. Available in a dark bronze finish from www.periodarts.com.

eclipse

7.25”

Ships in 18” overall configuration.

stratos

7.5”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











18”
17”

# ECL-

brushed aluminum with 650/651 light

Ships in 17” overall configuration.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option









control option (see page 33)

# STR-

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
GN gloss nickel
42 42” span
NK nickel
650 75w G9 halogen
						
MP maple
651 18w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
										
										

NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		

8”

10.5”

8”
8”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
NL no light
BA brushed
42 42” span
AL aluminum
650 75w G9 halogen
		 aluminum			
MP maple
651 18w GU24
									
energy saving cfl
										
										
		



NC
001
002
003
004
005

no control
fan speed only
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo
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energy information (52” at high speed)

energy information (52” at high speed)

airflow

electricity use

5242

airflow efficiency

68

77

cubic feet per minute

watts

(excludes lights)

airflow

electricity use

5623

airflow efficiency

70

80

cubic feet per minute

cubic feet per minute
per watt

watts

(excludes lights)

cubic feet per minute
per watt

nimbus

ufo

nimbus special notes 1. Best suited for 9-foot ceiling or higher.

dark bronze

nimbus

gloss white

ufo special notes 1. This fan uses a 100w type J halogen lamp.

5.5”

Includes 4” and 10” down rods, yielding 18” or 24” overall lengths.

ufo

5.25”

For optional down rods, see page 33.

Includes 3,” 6” and 14” down rods, yielding 12,” 16” or 24” overall lengths.
For optional down rods, see page 33.

18”

finish

blade diameter

blade color

light option

control option (see page 33)











16”

# NIM-

finish

blade diameter

blade color







control option (see page 33)

# UFO-

MN matte nickel
52 52” span
DB dark bronze
42 42” span
						
						
						

WH
NK
BK
MP
MG

white
IN 75w G9 halogen
nickel
ES 26w GU24 energy saving cfl
black			
maple			
mahogany			

NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo

11.75”
9.75”

10.5”
9.5”

GW gloss white
52 52” span
WH white
TT titanium
42 42” span
TT titanium
								
								
								



NC
002
003
004
005

no control
fan & light - 3 wire
handheld remote
fan & light - 2 wire
wall/remote combo		
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down rods

selecting the right fan
Fans come with 1, 2 or 3 standard down rods. Use the following part numbers to order additional down rods.

For all models EXCEPT Eclipse, Pensi,
Stratos and Hugger models:

For ECLIPSE model only.

finish

length

		



GW
BA
DB
TN
MN
BN
GV
TT

12
24
36
48
60
72

#DRD gloss white
brushed aluminum
dark bronze
textured nickel
matte nickel
bright nickel
galvanized
titanium

12”
24”
36”
48”
60”
72”

For PENSI model only.

finish		
		
GW gloss white
GN gloss nickel
			
			

08
20
32
72

8” for 24” overall length
20” for 36” overall length
32” for 48” overall length
72” for 88” overall length

#DRS  		

14
26
38
72

14” for 24” overall length
26” for 36” overall length
38” for 48” overall length
72” for 82” overall length

hugger kits

See sloped ceiling guidelines on page 34.
For ECLIPSE model only.
Slopes up to 31.°

#SAE -

For STRATOS model only.
Slopes up to 31.°

For LAPA model only.
Yields 12” overall length.

finish

finish

#SAS 

controls

11 11” for 24” overall length
23 23” for 36” overall length
35 35” for 48” overall length

length

finish

gloss white
brushed aluminum
dark bronze
textured nickel
matte nickel
bright nickel
galvanized
titanium

			

GW gloss white
AA anthracite
				
			

finish		

		

GW
BA
DB
TN
MN
BN
GV
TT

length

		

		

For STRATOS model only.

finish
#045 -

finish
#DRP -

		

For all models EXCEPT Eclipse
and Stratos. Slopes up to 45.°

length

#DRE -

GW gloss white
BA brushed aluminum
			
			
			

slope adapters

In addition to finish, scale and general aesthetic qualities, there are several other factors to consider when selecting a fan.

#LHK 

GW gloss white
GN gloss nickel
			
			
			
			



GW gloss white
BA brushed aluminum
			
			
			
			

GW gloss white
BN bright nickel
			
			
			
			

Use these part numbers to order fan controls alone. To order fan controls with fans, incorporate into fan part numbers.

#001
Fan Speed Control
A basic fan control
used to operate a fan
only, providing four
speeds.

#004
#004ND Non-dimming for fluorescent lights
Two Wire Fan Speed and
Light Control
Designed for independent operation
of a fan and light using only one circuit
(two wires). Provides three speeds and
full range dimming (except fluorescent
lights) and wires into wall box.

#002
#002ND Non-dimming for fluorescent lights
Three Wire Fan Speed
and Light Control

#003
#003ND Non-dimming for fluorescent lights
#DCR For DC Slim only
Handheld Remote Control

Intended for operation of a fan with
light, providing four speeds and full range
dimming (except fluorescent lights).
Requires two circuits (three wires).

Designed for independent operation of a fan and light using
only one circuit (two wires). #003/#003ND provides three speeds
and full range dimming (except fluorescent lights, use 003ND
non-dimming for fluorescent lighting). #DCR (for DC Slim only)
provides six speeds, on/off light and reverse function.
All handheld remotes include a wall hanging bracket.

#005
#005ND Non-dimming for fluorescent lights
Wall Control with Remote Handset

#009A
#009B
Multi-Fan Speed Control

A combination control package including
our #004 Fan Speed and Light Control and
our #003 Remote Control handset. Provides
three speeds and full range dimming
(except fluorescent lights) from wall control
and compatible remote handset.

A three speed fan control designed to control two fans
(#009A) or three to five fans (#009B) on a single circuit.
Separate control of lights should be planned for if this
control is to be used for fans with lights.

C eiling H eight

L ighting

The more space between the blades
and the ceiling, the more effectively
your fan will circulate and distribute air.
However, building codes require that
the blades of a ceiling fan must be at
least 7-feet above the floor. Generally,
we recommend hanging the fan as far
down from the ceiling as is visually
appropriate, while maintaining the
7-foot blade clearance above the floor.
When dealing with higher ceilings,
one-third the distance to the floor is a
good guideline. We generally recommend one of our hugger models for
8-foot ceilings. Keep in mind that optional light kits may add several inches
to the overall length of the fan.

The U.S. Department of Energy and
federal legislators recently banned
the use of medium base incandescent
light bulbs in ceiling fans. As a result,
we now offer most of our products
with a choice of G9 halogen or energy-saving compact fluorescent lamps
(CFLs). A few models use candelabras
or GU-10 halogen lamps. While our
CFLs provide color-balanced, warm
light, 75% energy savings and lamp
life up to 10 times longer than incandescent (tungsten) or halogen bulbs,
they are not dimmable. The Aurora,
Aurora Hugger and DC Slim are only
available with fluorescent lamps.

The blades on some Modern Fan
models (Cloud, Halo, Nimbus and
Pharos) are positioned at the top of
the fan body. When hung with the
shortest down rods provided, the
blades on these models are very close
to the ceiling, reducing the volume of
air movement. Consequently, these
models are best suited for ceiling
heights that can accommodate use of
a slightly longer down rod. The longer
profile of our Lumina fan requires a
ceiling height of at least 9-feet and is
best suited for even higher ceilings.

B lade D ia m eter
In nearly all cases, our 50-inch to
56-inch blade spans are the most
appropriate selections. The 42-inch
or 46-inch blade spans should be
reserved for smaller rooms or narrow
spaces (10-foot-by-10-foot and smaller) or when airflow to the area above
the blades is blocked or restricted by
architectural elements (beams, walls,
cabinetry, etc.). Occasionally, two
42-inch fans may be a desirable alternative to one 52-inch fan. Our Altus
and Cirrus models are also available
with a 36-inch blade span for exceptionally small or narrow spaces.

Our fan lights generally function well
as a primary light source for a space,
but may not be satisfactory as the
only light source in a room. This will
depend on factors such as room
size, wall/ceiling color and intended
use of the space. Be sure to evaluate
the wattage listed for each fan light
and the amount of light your space
requires. When evaluating fluorescent
solutions, you can multiply the lamp
wattage by four (4x) to estimate the
light output in terms of an incandescent (tungsten) or halogen equivalent.

C ontrols
Our fans do not use pull chains
(except for the Industry model).
Therefore, in order to operate your
fan at different speeds and to switch
the light independently of the fan,
you need to select the appropriate
control. Please refer to the controls
section of our catalog (page 33)
or website for more information.
Any control ordered with a fan that
has been configured with an energysaving CFL will be supplied in a
non-dimming version.
Unless stated otherwise, all Modern
Fan controls are designed and intended for operation of a single fan or
fan and light. Our #009A and #009B
controls are available for controlling
multiple fans, however separate
switching must be planned for any
lights associated with grouped fans.
Whether Modern Fan or third party
controls are used, it is critical that
our products are operated with “fan
speed controls” and not generic
“dimmers” or rheostats. Dimmers and
rheostats intended for operation of
light fixtures will cause motor noise
and may shorten the life of the fan
motor, voiding the warranty.

S loped C eilings

D a m p L ocations

The Eclipse and Stratos fans require
use of an optional adapter (#SAE or
#SAS) for sloped ceilings, which will accommodate slopes up to 31 degrees.

All Modern Fan models are rated and
marked as “Suitable for Damp Location.” While you can expect years of
trouble-free performance from these
fans when installed in humid or coastal
environments, the degree to which the
appearance of a fan may be impacted
by the environment will vary widely. A
fan’s specific finishing process as well
as the intensity and nature of exposure
that it will encounter in a given application will directly affect the longevity
of its finish and appearance. A damp
rating does not address specific
finish durability, nor does it assure that
corrosion will not occur in exposed
locations. We encourage you to closely
consider these factors when selecting
fans for use in damp locations.
A diligent maintenance program, initiated immediately after product installation at a frequency necessary to avoid
salt deposits on the fan surface(s)
for prolonged periods of time, is the
best defense against corrosion
and oxidation.

The Pensi fan and all hugger models
do not adapt to sloped ceilings. The
#LHK hugger kit (for the Lapa) is also
for use on flat ceilings only.
All other models hang from a ball and
socket mechanism that allows for
installation on ceiling slopes up to 33
degrees. Our #045 slope adapter can
be used for ceiling slopes that exceed
33 degrees and up to 45 degrees.

E N E R G Y I N F O R M AT I O N
Ceiling fan manufacturers are
required by federal law to publish the
energy information for their products
in a standardized format, including
watts used, cubic feet of air moved
per minute (CFM) and a resulting CFM
per watt efficiency value. The test
results are gathered in a controlled
environment and are intended to help
consumers and specifiers compare
products. However, keep in mind that
in a real world installation, there are
a number of additional factors that will
affect air movement patterns
and volume.
All Modern Fan products move air
in the upper range of fans on the
market. While emerging DC motor
fans (like our DC Slim) are reaching
new levels of efficiency, it’s important
to remember that all ceiling fans
are inherently efficient and use very
little electricity to begin with.
Choosing fluorescent lamps instead
of incandescent (tungsten) or halogen
equivalents represents the greatest
opportunity for energy savings.

The brushed aluminum and galvanized
finishes will typically outlast all others
in our collection. These surfaces will
not rust or peel, however, they will
weather as a result of oxidation and
exposure to salt or other corrosive
conditions. Our bright nickel and matte
nickel finishes are also well-suited
for exposure to reasonable conditions,
but may show signs of weathering
more quickly and visibly. Our coated
finishes (gloss white, titanium, textured
nickel, gloss nickel) may be subject
to peeling over time when exposed
to sun, salt and/or other environmental conditions.
An additional consideration is blade
construction. Over time, plywood is
subject to warping and/or delamination. While fan blades are easily
replaceable when necessary, our injection molded plastic blades supplied
with the Velo, Velo Hugger and Pensi
fans will generally outlast the plywood
blades supplied with all other models
in our catalog.
Modern Fans are not rated, nor
intended for use in applications classified as Wet Location.

N orth A m erica
The Modern Fan Co., Inc.
709 Washington Street
Ashland, OR 97520

EUROPE
Modern Fan EU S.L.
C/ Figols 19-21
08028 Barcelona, Spain

tel 541-482-8545
toll free 888-588-3267
fax 541-482-8418
modernfan.com

tel 93-330-45-30
modernfaneu.com

design

T he P eriod A rts F an C o .
Looking for something not so modern? Our affiliate brand, The Period Arts Fan Co.,
offers a line of historically inspired ceiling fans. Please visit www.periodarts.com
to view the collection.

W arranty I nfor m ation
All Modern Fans carry a Limited Lifetime
Warranty. Visit www.modernfan.com
to review warranty information.
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